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NO NOMINATION

w 0 EMOCRATIC
CLARK IS IN TOE LEAD

CONVENTION
in harmony as the lines have been
formed. They planned to go over .the
situation bofore the balloting resumed this afternoon.
The New York delegation has an
of its
element of about
But
strength favorable to Wilson.
the predominating element of about
60 votes, Is for anyone who has reasonable assurance of carrying New
Tork. Thus far, the New York delegation has reached this stage: At the

I'IIII

one-thir- d

WILSON A CLOSE SECOND;

A

MULTIPLICITY OF CANDIDATES

of Votes From Numerous Delegations

RESOLUTIONS

TO WAR

PRACTICALLY

"UP IN TOE

TIME

ENDED

AIR"

Clark headquarters this
fcrenoon exncusted delegate slet
GENMEXICAN
REVOLUTIONISTS
DO
on chairs, on the THE COMMITTEE HAS PRACTJC-- GOVERNMENT TROOPS KILL
In their clothes
REBSABE
THE
NOT.
ERAL
THE FEDERALS'
ESTONEZ,
ALLY COMPLETED WORK ON .
floor, and on such beds as were availTACTICS
EL "LEADER.
able,
THE PLATFORM
j
It was said! tb it a number of i"
were encountered in this mornA MOVEMENT
SOON FEAR FLANK
A
i PROMISED
KEPT
SECRET PEACE
IS
ing's ballot. Tennessee had been ex- IT
He
pected o give 16 votes for Clark.
got but 6, the" other 10 being equally DOCUMENT WILL NOT BE MADE GENERAL MONTEAQUDO 8AYS HE THINK THEIR ENEMIES ARE TRY
divided between Wilson, Harmon and
CAN PACIFY ORIENTE IN
THEM
SEPARATE
ING TO
PUBLIC UNTIL AFTER SELECUnderwood.
The Tennessee delega
T

-

TWO DAY8.
TION OF CANDIDATE
tion is i.nin3tr'ir,'t-dwas
vote
tu
the
Equally surprising
t.hlo where it was understood that I'd
WITHDRAWS PLANKS A BAD DAY FCH1INSCRKECTBS
votes would go for Wilson and.tu': BRYAN

other

29

9;

THE
WITNESSES
NEBRASKAN WANTED TO INCLUDE YESTERDAY
GREATOF
THEIR
SLAYING
CLAUSE FOR SETTLEMENT OF
EST LEADERS.
INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES

d
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Santiago, Cuba, June 28. General
Evaristo Estenoz, the rebel leader,
and 100 insurgents were killed in a
battle at Vega Bellaco, six miles from
Micara, in the vicinity of Sengo by
government troops under command of
Lieutenant de Laterre yesterday. The
also General
dead include probably
Pedro Ivonet, whose body, however,
has not been found. '
Estenoz's body arrived here today.
Great crowds lined the streets as the
body was taken to the military bar
racks, where It will He exposed to
'
public view until burial.
General Estenoz was killed by Lieu- teant De La Terre, himself with a
shot in the head, from a revolver.
General Ivonet's horse, covered with
blood, was found on the field of battle. His sword and revolver also
were picked up. . It Is now believed
General Ivonet escaped but. his capture is expected at any moment.
There Is great rejoicing In the city
over the defeat of tbe rebels. Thou1
saiids of people flocked to the bar- khiouehxiut.jJse-niM'aln-

g

to. ee

tbe body of General Estenoz.
Peace Assured In Two Days.
General Mon- Havana, June 28.
commander-in-chie- f
of the
teagudo,
government forces, telegraphed today
that the death of General Estenoz,
the rebel leader, puts an end to the
rebellion. General Monteagudo expresses confidence that he will have
the whole province of Oriente paci
fied within two days.

"SANDY"

GRISWOLD
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FROM BORDER

THIS

WOULD

BE A BAD BLOW

for Hariaon. Instead of iVs

Clark received 1, Wilson 10, and Harmon 35, Bryan 1. One being ab3mt.
Today the Clark forces say that oil
the first ballot this. afternoon Speaker Clark will certainly receive 32 additional votes, as follows: one Underwood vote 'rorri Hawaii, two Underwood votes from Maine, seven
Harmon votes in Michigan, three Harmon votes in Nebraska, two
votes from
Maine, seven
Harmon votes in Michigan, three Harmon votes in Nebraska, two Underwood votes In New Jersey, seven ant
f
votes in Noith Carolina, one
Underwood vote from Porto Rico,
probably Bix votes from Tennesse,
f
and
Harmon vote from Utah.
They also claim that there Is a possibility that 28 votes from, Ohio instructed for Harmon might go to
Clark on this ballet.
A conference Is to be held by he
24 avowed Clark states this afternoon
at 3 o'clock to be attended by one
delegate from each state, at whiqh
plans will be plans will be formulated
t.T promote
tha camlMacy of the
one-hal-

1.

1

ISTII E REBELS ARE

IN CUBA

BE READY IN

one-hal-

6;

tin n k

the

Under-derwoo-

all-nig-

t

1

CITY EDITION.

caucus yesterday
the
delegates
agreed on a complimentary vote for
Harmon; they may follow this with a
complimentary vote for Governor
Dlx and they probably will continue
Baltimore, Juse 28. The committee
on resolutions completed its work this
these complimentary votes until they
can see more definitely their way to
afternoon and adjourned to meet after
make the large vote of the Empire
the nomination of the candidate for
state most effective.the presidency. The platform will be
DETERMINATION TO FINISH WORK TONIGHT A Tammany caucus was carded for
first Inspected and approved by the
3 o'clock
today, and the Harmon
presidential candidate and will not
leaders were to go Into conference
be made public until presented to the
about the same time.
convention.
Adreiterated
Chairman Ollle James
At 1:35 o'clock Mr. Bryan came from
Parly Leaders Announce Their Intention of Fighting Against
Wilson
his view that there would be no deadIs
Chosen
committee on resolutions an anthe
President
For
Until
Candidate
journment
lock when the convention opens at 4
nounced
that the committee had pracUntil
Forces Announce They Will "Not Abandon Battle
o'clock, and that the standard bearcompleted Its work.
tically
York Will Stand By Harmon
Last Horfe Is Gone-N- ew
er would be chosen without another
"We will have the document ready
session. The chairman was
for the convention," he said, "and you
little the worse for wear alter his arwill find it one of the best ever made."
10.
duties of the night. His voice
duous
Mr. Bryan offered, but subsequently
Wiison
South
28.
Dakota,
On the
Baltimore, Md., June
was holding out and his sturdy
withdrew a plank providing for the
second and third ballots this afterTennessee, passed.
settlement of actue dispute with other
physique was serving him well In hiB
Texas, Wilson 40.
noon the democratic national convenefforts to keep the convention moving
Clark
nations by negotiations. It directed
Utah, Wilson
tion was unable to determine upon a
a thorough investigation into sucn
steadily forward amid the storms of
Vermont, Wilson S.
candidate for the vice presidency. On
howHe
demonstration.
;
felt,
controversies with a view of arbitra
Clark
Wilson
candipopular
Virginia,
the third ballot the leading
14.
ever, that most of the pent up energy
tion before declaring war. Senators
dates stood: Clark, 441; Wilson, S46;
had
of
found
shouters
14.
the
of Arkansas and Culberson of
Clarke
expression
339
Clark
446
and
for
Clark
Washington,
as against
speaker.
and from now on the convention
West Virginia, Clark 16.
The Harmon managers expressed Texas opposed It on the ground that
for Wilson on the second ballot. The
s the
would keep steadily at business, with themselves as
over ihe
question was fully covered ,by
Wisconsin, Wilson 19; Clark 7.
the prospect of a succession of bal- Lieutenant treaties with other nations.
of their andldato.
Wyoming, Clark 6.
Total 1,088; Clark 441; Wilson 84,5;
was rea?hfcd.41s until
governor 'Slch6l8'-otontv "!Wnim'-manager- , TITe Oaiicial jlunk retpiii'ts thntfc- Underwood 114; Harmon 140; 'Alaska; Clark 4; Wleori 2.
It was not expected that the platDistrict of Columbia, Clark 6.
declared that the Ohio gov- - trlbution of the national treasury
Baldwin 14; Marshall 31; Kern 1;
Hawaii, Clark 2; Wilson 3; Under- form would be reached until late this eernor would lead all candidates on funda among banks but requires them
Bryan 1.
to pay Interest on such deposits.
evening and possibly not until tomor- the fourth ballot.
TVnm tho fnrt thnt th various dele wood 1.
3.
row although the draft will be ready
Wilson
Porto
It became known that an effort had
Clark
Harmon
Rico,
York
3;
New
for
gations are "standing pat" on their
Harmon 4; for presentation well before that Headquarters of the democratic na been made to frame the platform so
Marshall
Michigan,
,1;
respective candidates it is expected Wilson 11; Clark 14.
time.
tional committee1 in the Belvidere ho as to appeal to the republican "progTio nnvenHnn will hnvn difficulty in
Wilson' C;
There are a number of conflicting tel were somnolent and serene in the ressives." The situation has led to the
Clark
Tennessee,
pulling out of a deadlock, although Harmon
Underwood 3; not vot- influences operating on the conven- early hours today, contrasting strange- making of an unusually long platform,
party lenders declare tbey will fight
tion. One Is the desire to nominate ly with the marked activity and ex- but its length will be found to be due
1.
ing
ag.iinst eny adjournment until after
second ballot was a' candidate whose appeal to the peo- citement of yesterday. Worn out, the to the variety of subjects. There has
of
the
The
result
a presidential candidate hag boun
as follows:
Clark 446; Wilson ple will be sufficiently strong.; The leaders and delegates had gone to bed been a consistent effort to blue pencil
nonlnated. Completion of the con- Wilson
339; Underwood other Is to name a man;' who can to gather strength for the final en- unnecessary words. When, for InvoMiun s work is not expected .a oo 339;
Marshall 31; make an appeal to the south and to gagement of the nominating battle to- stance, Samuel Gompers appeared be
Harmon
141;
111;
cirr urtil the early hours tomorrow
fore the committe in the interests of
Baldwin 14; Sulzer 2; Bryan 2; not New York, which are regarded as the night.
mr.nliig. A night session la certain voting
.
two sections most conservative.
New York delegation decided In labor he was asked by Mr. Bryan, who
The
to be held
While Murphy, Sullivan and Tag-ga- caucus late this afternoon to stick to is the dominating factor In the com
at
a fourth ballot has been
for the time be- JudBon Harmon on the second (ballot mittee, whether the Denver labor plank
are
First Ballot Early This Morning
o'clock".
a
28.
is
felt
that
After
it
June
they are likely to and to vote for Clark on the. third, bal- was not satisfactory.
ing,
Baltimore, Md.,
The roll call for the second ballot tumultuous night of wild clamor for come to a parting of the ways very lot unless unusual developments arise.'
'It was," replied Mr. Gompers, "'re
was as follows:
candidates none was nominated on soon. It is not improbable, according As to Underwood, Kern and others, affirm it and we will be satisfied."
Alabama, Underwood 24.
"Rewrite that plank," declared Mr.
the first ballot at 6:34 o'clock this to the speaking going on early in the future caucuses will determine. "We
Arizona, Clark 6.
day that New York will turn to Clark, can caucus any time without leaving Bryan, 'ibut put it in half the words
morning.
and Indiana contin- our chairs," said Alton B. Parker.
Arkansas, Clark 18.
and make each of them bristle."
The convention was called at 8:13 while Illinois
California, Clark 26."
Giving special prominence to the
p. m. The roll call for all of the gents are more likely to turn to WilCharles F. Murphy announced after
states for nominee for president be son. There is nothing definite on the New York caucus that It was not tariff, an effort has been made to deConnecticut, Baldwin 14.
gan at 10:30 last night. Shortly af these moves, but there were tenden- definite that, New York's 90 votes monstrate that tbe republican policy
Delaware, Wilson 6.
ter a motion to continue the session cies along these lines as the day
should go to Clark on the third ballot. of protection has been responsible in
Florida, Underwood 12.
after the first ballot whs gressed.
"We will vote for Harmon until the large degree for the high cost of liv
A wild demonstration for
Mr. Bryan as an ultimate canal-Clar- delegation Is polled," said
Georgia, Underwood 28.
passed.
Murphy, ing and for the development of trusts
Idaho. Clark 8.
was followed by a greater one date is but little discussed, although "That may come on the third ballot. and monopolies.
There will be a po
Illinois, Clark 58.
for Wilson. . Minor demonsttations some continue tP regard him as a It may not."
sitive declaration for revision downIndiana, Marsnall 30.
followed the nominations of Harmon, possibility. This has developed a
Leaders representing al candidates ward to the basis of a tariff for reveIowa, Clark 26.
Marshall and Underwood.
gular divergence of view between the for the presidential nomination declar- nue only, with especial stress on
Kansas, Clark 20.
The balloting started at 6:34 a. m .' two strong elements, the south and ed before the convention was called to the word "only.".
26.
Clark
The
Kentucky,
first bail., vh'ch resulted in no New York. The south would prefer order that all had agreed to remain
It is hoped to shape the financial
New York In session until a nomination Is made. plank so as to convince bankers that
nomination, was as follows: Bryan 1: Wilson to Bryan, while
Louisiana, dark 11; Wilson 9.
Vice Presidential Possibilities.
there Is a posslblity of revising the finMaine, Clark 1; Wilson 9; Under Sulzer, New York, 2; Clsrk 440; would prefer Bryan to Wilson
Harto
vice
Wilson
Underwood
as
the
presiances
leaders
without resorting to the central
J24,
held
southern
Gossip
view
today
117;
The
wood 2.,
by
mon 14S; Marshall' 35; Baldwin 22. Is after three campaigns for Bryan dency failed to crystallize, the dele- reserve plan suggested by'Senator
16.
Clark
Maryland,
The Aldrlch plan Is denounced.
Massachusetts, Clark 35; Wilson 1 Necessary to choice 726. No candi- it is desirable to turn to a new man. gates almost despairing ' of correctly
date received the necessary
A suggestion tor the distribution of
On the other hand the New York sen analyzing the situation and content
Michigan, passed.
A recess followed.
timent is based on the feeling that to let It work itself out tonight as the the government fund throughout the
Minnesota, Wilson 24.
progress, country In a way to make them avail
or
manipulations
20.
with Bryan they would know what balloting
Underwood
The
ballot
the
.morning
Mississippi,
early
was taken today as the starting point they were facing, whereas Wilson is Among the most conspicuous of ihe able In case of monetary disturbance
Missouri, 'Clark 36.
vice presidential possibilities at this may be made.
for all speculation about the demo- an untried candidate.
Montana, Clark 8.
Both the subcommittee and the full
What will become of the other ele time are Governor Burke of North Da
cratic convention as to who would
Nebraska, Harmon 4; Clark 12.
In
was
who
the
committee
contest
presidential
Underwood,
in
6.
All
the
ments
kota,
be
for
agreed uon the desirability
its
candidate
Clark
president.
Nevada,
Marshall gives contest until last night when he of criminal prosecutions against the
New Hampshire, Clark 1 ; Wilson 1. eyes were centered on New York, Harmon, Baldwin,
New Jersey, Wilson 24; Clark 2; Illinois and Indiana. The feeling was ground for a, wide range of specula withdrew his own name by telegraph men back of the trusts.
Regarding conservation of the natur
Sulzer 2.
general that the nominee of the con- tion. The Underwood forces continue to the convention; Representative
New
chair
of
Sulzer
William
bound
al
are
York,
resources, the committee would take
Is
and
8.
of
the
vention
assured
Clark
New
very aggressive,
they
Mexico,
practically
'
solid south next November and all together by strong sentiment for tne man of the house committee on for a backward step, but It Is emphatically
New Tork, Harmon 90.
North Carolina, Wilson 16 ; Un- energies were being bent to add to conspicuous tariff leadership of their eign affairs; Mayor Newton Baker against a policy which would drive
.
Harmon
this conceded southern strength the candidate. The strong Harmon show- of Cleveland; Senator O'Gorman of American homeseekers to other counderwood
10.
Wilson
additional strength of the pivotal ing made on the first ballot is a New York; Representative William tries. Therefore there will be a decla
North Dakota,
of New
Mayor ration for the adminlstraton of the
YorK;
Ohio, Bryan 1; Clark 2; Wilson 11; northern states, notably Illinois and source of encouragement to his Redfield
of . Baltimore, land was so as to encourage settlePreston
his
James
that
would
which
but
34.
combine
enough friends,
Harmon
they perceived
Indiana,
electoral votes from the north and main strength is the ninety votes of one of the leading men of the con- ment and Homebuilding.
Oklahoma, Clark 10; Wilson 10
Inview of the desire to please Mr.
New York, wbicb were compl'mentr vention; Representative Robert L.
V
0.
south to secure a victory.
Oregon, Wrilson
Mr.
of
as
an
ef
on
Texas,
Tag-gar- t,
Roosevelt's
cannot
champion
followers, some surprise
counted
and
Harmon
and
be
Messrs.
Henry
Wilson
Sullivan
ary
72;
Murphy,
Pennsylvania,
the three leaders of these north- enduring quantity. The Baldwin and Bryan in the progressive democracy has been expressed over the commit,
3; Bryan 1.
Rhode Island, Clark 10; South Caro- ern states, have been In constant Marshall votes are similarly regarded movement and chairman of tha house
(Continued on PageFour)
consultation and have been working as complimentary to favorite sons, committee on rules, and many others.
lina, Wilson IS.

The "Peerless Nebraskan" Gels a Scattering

H

OPTIC. FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 1912.

but where they will go In case! of a
break has not been mane clear, although the expectation Is that some
of the Baldwin votes are more likely
conserto go to one of the
vative candidates, while the Wilson
on becoming
men are counting
the beneficiaries of some of the Mar
shall strength.
In

) '

Dead

EXCLUOIVC ABaOCIATCD PREOD LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH BERVICE

201.

roet are Born Mogt of
the Great Ones are

IN AUTO ACCIDENT
VETERAN SPORT WRITER HAS
NARROW ESCAPE ON WAY
TO LAS VEGAS.

A

IF

THE
SUCCESSFUL,
WOULD CUT OFF THEIR
MUNITION SUPPLY

1

COUP
AM-

At the Rebel Front, Bachimba, Mex.,
28. Rebel chiefs here are mysti
fied at the disappearance of the1 federals from the railroad directly In front
Almost as far south as
of Bachimba.
the big Ortiz bridge, 15 miles away.
scouts report no federals In sight.
The theory most commonly believel
by the rebel officers is that General
Huerta has moved his army by a
route away from the rail
road In an effort to flank the moun-

June

tain pass.
It is asserted here that General
Huerta probably Is planning a flanlc
movement to prevent the rebel army
from retreating to Chihuahua. It la as
sumed that the federal commander
has withdrawn his troops from the
railroad In front of Bachimba to allow
the rebels to head southward If they
choose. What the government is said
tn ya anxtmin to do is to eet between
ih rebels and trie American border
and prevent them from obtaining
otiilHPPjiea ef which they v..fc
are In great need.
- ebef
ropt"rt "t nrvm todajv ..
that federal cavalry and heavy artillery bringing up the rear were advancing northward, leaving troop
trains at Ortiz to follow later. Based
on this information, a battle Is likely
either late today or earVy tomorrow.
Rebel advances returning fronijiear
Ortiz had reported that the federals""
had abandoned the work of repawns
the large bridge there when as a mat
ter of fact the structure had been
completed the day before, the federals
leaving but two trains on the south
side for a ruse while the balance of
their trains were withdrawn south
for water.
Emlllo and Raul Madero with 900
cavalry are quartered at the Hum- boldt ranch near Meoqul east of Ortl
while a similar number consisting of
infantry is holding forth at Santa
Cruz de Rosales four miles west.

v

AttacK on Juarez Planned
Denver, Colo., June 28. "Sandy"
Agua Prieta, Sonora, Mex., June 28.
Grlswold, sporting writer of Omaha,
The federal campaign on Juarez be
Robert Edgren, sporting writer of
gan
today with the departure from
New York, and P. C. Hurley, an Omahere of 800 men under General Blanoov
ha sport enthusiast, with Hurley's who moved toward Colonla Morelos, a
chauffeur, while en route in an auto small town on the border between the
mobile to Las Vegas to attend the
states of Sonora and Chihuahua where
'
JohnBon-Flynfight, plunged Into
with the
will form a'
n

Stanley Lake near Brighton' early today when the driver dozed and failed
to take a turn In the road The car
plunged Into fifteen feet of water,
and. is still at the bottom of the lake.
The men swam to shore.
The four walked 19 miles to Denver. They wore neither hats, coats
nor shoes when they arrived, those
garments having gone ot the bottom
of the lake In the car. Grlswold and
Edgren will resume their Journey by
rail tonight
.

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, June 28. Cattle receipts 2,- 000. Market strong. Beeves $3.75
9.60; Texas steers $5. 90 7. 60: western steers $6.307.80; stockers and
feeders $4 6. 60; cows and heifers

$2.708.50; calves $5.508.50.

junction
they
main column under Colonel Rlvero.
General Sanjinez who is comman
of Sonora under orders
from General Huerta, left today for
Fronteras south of here to inspect the
troops under General Gulsseppe Gari
baldi proceeding then to Colonla
to take charge of the mobiliza
tion. When concentrated the federal
force will number about 2,500 men.
the
General Garibaldi will command
advance guard, General Blanco the
rear and General Sanjinez the main
column. Three troops will march
close to the border ol Arizona and
New Mexico, reaching the vicinity of
.
Juarez within five days.
Mo-rel-

Lumber

rate cut.

t

market genWashington, June 28. In a cast
Hogs, receipts
brought by the traffic bureau of
erally 5 cents higher. Lights J7.10
7.55; mixed
7.107.57; heavy Sioux City Commercial club, the In$7.10(3-7.57rough $7.107.30; pigs terstate commerce commission today
$5.255.'90; bulk of sales $7.407.55. reduced freight charges on yellow
SheeT), receipts 10,000. Market stea pine lumber for points In Arkansas,
dy. Native $3.205.10; western $3.35 Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas to
5.15; yearlinga $4.606.70; lambs, Sioux City and similarly situated destinations from 30 cents to 28 cents a
native $47.25; western $4.25(S7.5"
hundred pounds.
spring lambs $38.65.
14,000;

;

V

'j

-

V

TWO

ning form. A sore arm, which afflicted him this spring for the first
time In his brilliant career, failed to
respond.
besmirch the most
Rather than
wonderful pitching record of all history, Cy Young decided to retire to
his Ohio farm to spend the rest of
his day tilling the soil. No minor
league ball could satisfy a spirit that
had triumphed for almost twenty-thre- e
pitched Winning ball in big
years, in th fastest company.
There Is nothing tragic In the passLEAGUES FOR TWENTY'
ing of "Cy." He lived, both on and
THREE YEARS.
off the field, a life of which the best
One of tho most unRemarkable Recoro or Game' Oldest might be proud.
characters that ever graced
assuming
Pitcher.
a perfect
Wo Lost the diamond, he always set
Team
Year
teammates and assoboth
to
example
7
1890
Cleveland ,.;..10
At a veteran he was always
21
22 ciates.
1891
Cleveland
with
free
good advice to the young10
36
1892
Cleveland
and
many a star pitcher of resters,
17
34
1893
Cleveland
owes much of his success
cent
years
22
1894
25
Cleveland
to the wisdom of the retired star.
10
35
1895

RECORD

REMARKABLE
ONE

.

Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland

26
18
14

29
21
Cleveland...... 24
1899. ..Cleveland-8t- .
Louis... 26
2u
1900
Louis
1901
61
Boston.
1902
Boston
28
1903
Boston
26
1904
i . . Boston
18
1905
Boston
13
1906
Boston
22
1907
Boston
21
1908
Boston
19
1909
Cleveland
1896
1897
1898

14

St

18
10
12
a

........32

1910..
1911

Cleveland

...

Cleveland-Bosto- n

Totals

16
19
21

15
11
15
10

i
3

4

..507

321

28, 1912.
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No matter how healthy a human and grownups la Dr. Caldwell's Syrui
It is a liquid laxative tonic-milbeing may be it is safe to say thai Pepsin.
never gripes, is effective on
and
not many months are passed without
robust people and can be given with
in
some obstruction of the bowels,
safety to an infant. Children like it
other words, constipation, even If only because of these
gentle qualities and
feeltemporary. The bloating, the lull
because It is pleasant to the taste.
ing may start after the evening meal.
It is the best
remedy you
If a laxative is not taken that night can have In the house for
any disornot
be
will
it is certain that sleep
der of the stomach, liver and bowels,
sound, and you will awaken unre and many people like Mr. W.J. Wig-ner- ,
freshed.
Alma, Colo., and Mrs. Albert E.
Hence, it Is important for you and Guest, Messex, Colo., say they would
for all the members of your family as soon be without the necessities as
that a good, reliable laxative be al- without Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
ways kept in the house for just such
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
It is sure to be needed, this remedy before buying it in the
emergency.
and when needed you want it at hand. regular way of a druggist at fifty
No family that is careful of its health cents or one dollar a large bottle
can do without such a remedy. But (family size) can have a sample bot
the
question of which remedy to have tie sent to the home free of charge
May Never Be Approached.
on hand is aJso of vast importance.
by simply addressing Dr. W. B.
In point of effectiveness and term
recom- Caldwell, 405 Washington street,
most
laxative
The
highly
of usefulness it Is doubtful if Young's
111. Your name and address on
of Intelligent
remarkable record will ever be ap mended by the majority
babies a postal card will do.
"for
best
as
Americans
being
o
seasons
proached. In the twenty-twof his experience he did not appear
was much too small lor his barrel- The memorial group, which was dein the box this year for the hub team shirt
-like
chest and his collar wouldn't signed by M. Bartholome, the French
in
Cy Young undoubtedly worked
an inch and a halt The sculptor, represents Philosophy seated
button
by
more than 1,000 games. He Is officialled by Captain An- between two figures symbolizing naWhite
Stockings
won
with
which
credited
of
he
822,
ly
were
Cleveland's
guests, and the ture. A medallion bears a profile has
son,
509 and lost S13. Two hundred games
Denton T. that day relief of Rousseau's head.
Is a very conservative effort for laugh that greeted
But when
those pastimes In which he helped, was loud and derisive.
breezed
home on the chin
Young
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
without being credited either with
an easy victor there were ten
strap
Wells vs. Al Palzer, 10
Bombardier
twenty-twor
in
defeat
the
victory
thousand cheers for every previous rounds at New York City.
,
years of his activities. .
Sox to
Frankie Bums vs. "Red" Watson,
Last June Young made his 1911 de jeer. He held' the
had fanned 20
scattered
hits,
widely
but at Washington, and clinched his
rounds, at San Francisco.
in a row,
500th victory. He was a member of three of their best batters
Phil Kearney vs. Eddie Johnson, 15
Anson. That
the Cleveland club at the time, but Including the' rodoubtabie
at Antonlto, Colo.
It rounds,
later in the year was unconditionally game made Cy" Young. He prizes
other performreleased. Boston picked him up, and today far beyond any
of his life.
ance
he celebrated his
into the
"Cy" Young can afford to take his
National league, after an absence of
worldten years, by blanking the hard hit- ease. He Is well provided e with
farm at
owns a
He
goods.
ly
ting Pirates. The night that Young
won his 500th victory, a year ago, Paoli, Ohio, where he has always
lived during the off season. He is the
Christy Mathewson exclaimed in adDride of his county and community.
miration:
They say out there that he Is the best
4s
the
that
greatest, pitcher
"Young
in Ohio. So no one need worfarmer
I
ever lived. If only I can ever last to
his fortune.
about
win 500 games I'll be willing to lie ry
Young Is a living monument of the
right down after the battle and die
benefit of a clean life, combined with VETERAN SPORT WRITER
SAYS
happy."
He was alIFTHEY ARE ASSURED JOHNGeorge Moreland, then, manager of physical development
a hard worker rn his farm and
SON IS O. K., THEY'LL COME
Canton, in the O. and P. league, dis- ways
diamond. Early in life he cut
on
the
covered "Cy" in 1890. Young pitchHe nevThat thfii people of the Pacific coast
ed against his club and showed a lot out beer and liquor drinking.
smoked. The last several years, are
er
of class.
,
greatly Interested in the
,
arm began to wane,
battle is the statement of W.
'That hoy of yours should be play- when his great
he occasionally used brandy as a stim W. Naughton of San Francisco, who
to
said
the
elder
George
ing ball,"
ulant toward the end of hard-fougarrived last night to coves, the final
Young after the game. "He ought to
ten years
of training of the two battlers
be getting $30 a month." This infor- contests. Also in the past
That days
and describe the bout for the Hearst
mation almost knocked the old man he chewed tobacco moderately.
two years ago.
dead. "Will you give hlmtht?; he habit he passed up
payeri gttie coast atatea, Mr. Naughton, who is recognized as the dean of
ffnalfy managed 'ftr'askr Denton "t7
MEMORIAL TO ROSSEAU
writers on pugilistic affairs, says the
was engaged on the spot That day
Paris, June 28. In honor of the coasters have been led to believe that
marked the end of the
career of the Tuscawaras county memory of Jean Jacques' Rousseau, the Johnson is not in good trim. Many
famous writer and philosopher whose of them were stung by the collapse
youth.
birth occurred two hundred years ago of Jeffries two yearsago and they
Grotesque In Appearance.
When Young was uniformed he pre- today, an Imposing memorial was un have been afraid to plan to come to
sented a grotesque appearance. His veiled this afternoon In the Pantheon. Lag Vegas because they do not wish
to witness the spectacle of a champion going down to defeat a mere shell
,
of a man.
Mr. Naughton expected this afternoon to visit the Johnson camp and
see for himself in what condition the
champion is on the eve of his battel.
Should the wearer of the crown look
good to Mr. Naughton's practiced eye,
he will chronlcle'the glad tidings all
d

10 YOUR LAST OPFORTUHITY
To Profit by the Money Saving Possibilities of Our

GREEN TAG SALE
During Which You can Purchase, for Cash,

m

In Women's and Misses
r
Garments, Dry Goods, Notions, Millinery, Boys
ing and Men and Boys Hats and Caps, at
Ready-to-Wea-

Tfjra

(SOT

Mon-tlcell-

Cloth-

Fir

With a Few Minor Exceptions.
r

Sale For
Cash Only

Laa VecLeaditvStoro

$.$?0$enwtzdt rs Son
Established

Sale Closes
Saturday

South 5idoPki54

1862

o

hard-nltUn- g

Great Moment In Young's Career.
1892 Held Browns to sixteen-ln-nlntie,
allowing live hits.
1897 Shut out Cincinnati without
g

a hit.

y

Lost to Athletics, 4 to 2, in
twenty Innings, against Waddell.
of Detroit,
1904 Beat Ed Killian
In fifteen Innings.
'1904 Shut out Philadelphia without a hit, not a man reaching first.
1908 Shut out New York without a
'
"j
hit,
'H fR!
28.
Denton
New York, June
Young has passed from baseball's activities.
The grand old man of the game, after twenty-thre- e
years in harness, has
decided to capitulate to the inevitable. The grip of Time has manacled
an arm of Iron that for almost a quar-e- r
of a century proved the greatest
stumbling block ever thrown Into the
middle of a diamond.
"Cy" Young passes out of the national pastime, but his name will live
its long as the great summer sport
1905
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flourishes'.
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This honored veteran, who has
milestone of
passed the forty-eightlife's journey, decided during the past
month that he had outlived his days
of major leagjje usefulness. He notified
the BOfiu "Nationals that It was lm- -i- iu6!8ible for him to round in to win
h

jr

r ,a

JUriE
ta
Remedy Ho Family
Uiauld Ho VJitlsaut
VEGAS DAILY

YOUNG'S

r

BE

NAUGHTON

SAYS

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

320-acr-

COASTERS ARE

ADVERTISED GOODS

INTERESTED

Flynn-Johnso-

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The adTertiasis liOt
to the tradename, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of Quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
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HAVE
LARGE SHEETS PROM FIFTY CENTS UP
TEN CENTS
PILLOW SLIPS
NINETY CENTS "
BED SPREADS
TOWELS LARGE SIZE FROM 10 CENTS UP

For the next six days we will give

1--

Aivtays Pays to Buy

Advertised Goods
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off on all

BLANKETS AND COMFORTS

"The Store That Sells For Less"

over the far west tonight and at break
fast time tomorrow every fight fan
in that section will known from the
statement of an expert just what to
expect of Johnson. That Mr. Naugb
ton's Impression of Johnson will be
favorable Is believed to be a fact, as
several other fistio authorities have
looked the champion over and pro
nounced him fit To anticipate him
that far doubtless will not arouse the
ire of Mr. Naughton.
Mr. Naughton looks good and says
hei feels just as well as he looks. He
is a veteran in the newspaper game
and is admired by the "boys" in all the
print shops of the country.
That Flynn is looking good to many
bettors is shown by the fact that the
best odds that can be obtained are two
to one, with Johnson as the favorite.
Many money backers of Flynn have
been demanding better odds but they
have been unable to obtain them and
Official Betting Commissioner J. O.
Talbott says 2 to 1 will he the best
figure offered.
Word has been received from "Doc1
Krone of Chicago that he will be here
for the fight with a party of over 100
fans. W. C. Sooville of Kansas City
also will chaperon a large party o
followers of ring events. The ticket
sale has taken a wonderful stride for
ward since it was announced no oppo
sition to the fight need he feared and
there is every reason to believe
large crowd will visit the fight. Pro
moters Curley and O'Malley are again
wearing smiles, though the knocks
sent about the country to the effe
that the bout would be called off by
the governor had them ' worrying
little for a few days last week.
Old papers for sale.

Optic office

I
Capital Paid in

&oSSL

$100,000.00

if.fM.

CUNN1NOHA1,

FRANK SPRINQER,

Preldnt"

SutdIus

QV

X.

J

$50,000.00

y

V

-

V

HOSKINS,

Cashier

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the Sao Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Ilaydon
0. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

V

President
Vice President

Treasurer

.

Interest P&Jd on Deposis

ay
A CARD
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wllev Love,
a farmer living near Covena, Ga..
says:, "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and find them to be all you
claim for them. They gave me almost
irstant relief when my kidneys were
sluggish and Inactive. I can cheerfully
recommend them to all sufferer from

kidney troubles." O.' O. Schaefa
Red Cross Drug Co.

and

There Is no real need of anyone being troubled with constipation. Chamberlain's Tablets will cause an agreeable movement of the bowels without
Give them a
any unpleasant effect.
trial. For sale by all dealers.

"HARVEYS"

IS OPEN

Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey la
charge. Auto to carriage house, Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., returning same day. For passage
phone
Main 385 or leave order at Murpheyi
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.
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nois Central, it is stated, contemplates
Orlepn
lengthening lis
schedule approximately 24 hours.
The railroads understood to be most
active in bringing about the step are
the Santa Fe, the Burlington, the
If an old sore existed
because the flash was (iiqflasArl at tlinfe
Northwestern, the St. Paul and the particular spot, it would be simply
an easy matter to apply some remedy
--directly
Wabash.
to the place that would kill the germs; or the
diseased flesh
be
On the other side, snipers have re move a dj a surgical operation and a cure effected. But the might fact
very
old
sores
resist every form of local or external treatment, and even
set on foot a movement to have the that
return after
out away, shows that back of them is a morbid cause
state. commissions as well as the inter which must being
be removed before a cure can result.
Just as long as the
state commerce commission take ac pollution continues in the blood, .the ulcer remains an open
cesspool for the
of
tion to prevent the change on account deposit impurities which the circulation throws off. S. 8. S. cures Old Sores
the
blood.
It removes every trace of impurity and taint from
purifying
of an alleged combination which would by
vuo
oaa mus completely aoea away with
the cause.
When
result in much extra cost to shippers, S. 8. uiuumuuu,
S. has cleansed the blood,
the sore begins to heal, and it is not a
not only In market service, but In euxiace cure, dui tne neaiing process begins at the bottom; soon the disthe inflammation leaves, and the nlace fills In with firm.
extra icing cost on shipments of charge ceases,
healthy flesh. Under the purifying and tonio effects of S. S. 8. the system
perishable products, as the contempl&t- is built up, and those whose health has been impaired by the drain and
ed schedule would add at least one worry of an old sore will be doubly benefited by its use. Book on Sores
and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.
icing between the points shown.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,

A state
federation of labor has
been organized in Louisiana with a
membership of twenty-seveunions
Action was taken applying for a charter from the American Federation ot
Labor.
By an overwhelming majority the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners of America recently vot- ed to
with the building
trades department of the American
ANNOUNCEMENT 13 MACE AFTER Federation of Labor.
LONG STUDY AND
A recommendation that the univer
sal eight-hou- r
workday at a minimum
wage of $4 a day be established In
28.
June
"Condemned
Brussels,
on the testimony of the scarlet geran- Massachusetts will be made to the
council of stationary
firemen's unium" may become one "of the formula
which meets in Brockton in
ions,
of
law. courts.

SCIENTISTS

EXPENSE
LENGTHENING OF FREIGHT TRAIN
SCHEDULES MAKES SHIPPERS
ANGRY

Chicago, June 28. Another vigorous
contest between the shippers and tht
railroads, this time over a move contemplated by the carriers In the direction of operation, is a possibility.
IfYora an authoritative source
today
It was learned that shippers are quiet
Blame General Managers
ly arranging their forces to combat
St. Louis, June 28. The executive
the move and will be prepared to force council of the Federation of Fedeia
the issue to a conclusion on short no tions, an organization composed
f
tice when the plans now under con nine branches of railway employes,
sideration by the carriers have beea have started the tabulation of a Btrike
completed and announced.
referendum vote.
A. O. Wharton of St. LouIb la presiLengthening of freight train sched
ules, with the end In view of bringln? dent of the federation. The executive
about a reduction In expense of opera council is composed of the nine gention la the point about which the new eral and international presidents of
contest may center. Some time ago this the affiliated bodies.
proposition waa put up to the Chicago
The vote was taKen following a
railroads by those favoring the change meeting in Kansas iCty, Mo., in Octo
but some of the most Important lines ber and is to determine whether the
took a stand against the move. The members go on strike in sympathy
matter. It la stated, then waa referred with the men now out on the Illinois
to the executives in New York, and Central and other Harrlman lines.
now has been referred by them back
The strike vote was decided on, the
to the presidents in Chicago, with In- members of the federation say, after
structions that all get together on the they became certain the strike on the
proposition and work It out that the Harrlman lines was being conducted
resulting cut in expenses may be se- by the General Managers' association.
cured.
an organization of railway heads. The
The plan. It is understood, is so to proposed' strike would affect 50 trunk
alter freight schedules that shipments lines running west of Chicago and 100
leaving East St. Louis, for instance, auxiliary lines. More than 300,000
will be delivered in Chicago the sec- - men would walk out, including boiler
end morning instead of the first morn1 makers, painters, blacksmiths, sheet
lng, as at present, resulting in an Iron workers, pattern makers, carmen,
increase of 24 hours in the time for machinists, steamfltters, clerks and
moving
freight between the two others, should the result favor a strike.
points. Prom Kansas City to St Louis
the schedule, it is stated, will be
Santa Fe Abandons Oil
lengthened to approximately 22 hours, Arkanas City, Kan., June 28. It has
which would necessitate second morn- been talked in railroad circles for
ing deliveries, whereas under the several weeks that the Santa Fe is
deliv- going to cut out the oil for fuel and
present arrangement a
ery is effected.
go back to coal. There had been no
Between Chicago and the Missouri official statement Issued to this effect,
river the schedule, according to the but is generally known that the Santa
plan, will be lengthened so as to pro Fe has been considering the change.
vide third morning delivery from Chi- The reason assigned for this proposed
cago to Kansas City, and It is under-tsoo- action, is that the price of oil has been
to be the intentions of the lines steadily increased and the company
to lengthen schedules similarly to can use coal at a greatly reduced ex
points located farther west. The Illi pense. The oil has been very satisfac- -

tory in other respects but it is too ex-pensive compared with the cost o.
coal.
--

'

OFFICIAL NEWS FROM
THE STATE CAPITAL.

M., June 28. Land
and Mrs. R. P. Ervein.
Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest,
Mrs. McDoDnald and John Ervein left
this morning by automobile for Clay-

Santa Fe,

N.

Commissioner

ton, Union county, going by way of
Las Vegas and Springer. Governor
McDonald will follow by train and
will be the guest of honor at a reception on Saturday, June 29. Governor
and Mrs. McDonald will be the guests
of Traveling Auditor and Mrs. Earnest at Clayton.
Corporation Commission Clerk.
T. J. Sanford of Malaga, Eddy coun
ty, arrived laBt evening and today as- sumea nis uuues as ciem wixn tne
corporation commission.
Target Range Practice.
In lieu of maneuvers and encamp
ment, Auditor General A. S. Brookes
will issue orders tomorrow for three
days' target practice' for the national
on its own
guard, each company
range, the men to be paid for attend
ance.
,.

Teachers' Examination

In

Chaves

County.
The department of education has
just completed checking up the re
sults of the Chaves county teachers'
examination held at Roswell, June 12,
13, at the close of the institute and
finds the teachers entitled on their
grades, to certificates, as follows:
First grade Mildred
Snow, Ella
Tlllotson, Mamie Head, Evalyn Van
Home, Lela W. McConnell.
Second grade Myrtle Mount, Mrs.
Monte Chayers, Maggie Griffith, Maud
Gordanler, D. M. Proudflt, Alice Mo- Cormlck, R. R. James, Edith .Snap-land, Mrs. W. K. SIron, Lester Cox,
Maude Beaver, Thomas
McMurray
Vivian Hall, Lillian Carter, Aun'e Lee
Hewatt, W. W. Proudflt, Myrtle Stark,
Lula Fairchlld, Mrs. Grace Kaiser.
Third grade Ada Priest, W. 1
Evans, S. B. McClean, Lourine Cope- land, Flossie B. Marko, Claude Sin
gleton, Joe Copeland, Alice Hutchln- Alice Stark,
Bon, Gertrude Teague,

ADrIgnt
Game Warden's Depart
ment.
Game Warden T. C. de Baca and
Deputy Page B. Otero have , taken
Organizing

-
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THEIR
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THAT PLANTS

SEE

entering factories, cafes and trades
which are already overcrowded with
women workers, and where the wages
are, therefore, cut down to the lowest

limit The Berner society wishes
girls to learn men's trades and to become bookbinders, carpenters, sign
painters, chemists, farmers, masseurf,
travelers, etc.
TO DISCUSS TOPIC'S

Brussels, June 28. Th-- permanent
?cmmlttee t the internaltnal conference of chambers of commerce assembled here today to decide upon a list
of topics t be discussed at the meeting of the conference to be held in
Boston next September. The purposs
of the conference is to facilitate the
commercial intercourse of nations.
and to promote cordial relationship
among them. The coming session will
be the first ever held in the United
States. It will give consideration to a
number of Important questions affecting international commercial relations.
The tstabllshment of a permanent
international court of arbitral Justice,
uniform laws concerning exchange and
bank checks, International postal reforms, the regulation of international
expositions, international
for the unification of agricultural
and the compilation of a program for international maritime union
are among the subjects' slated for
at the Boston meeting.

.our
After long experimenting and study July.
The paper manufacturers of Holy- Prof. Gottlieb Haberlandt of the Bot- oke,
Mass., recently voluntarily grant
anlo institute of Grats, in Styria, de
ed an eight-hou- r
day with no cut in
clares that plants, the word taken in
The
of the employes
tvages.
maojrity
Its widest sense and Including trees,
in the paper mills formerly worked
can see.
11 to 13 hours per day.
The professor says that his obser
The Ohio state branch of the Jourvations have been confirmed by Dr.
Nutall of London, and Dr. Harold neymen Barbers' International Union
of America will continue its present
Wagner, that he has succeeded
through photography and the use of fight against Sunday barber work,
the mleroscople in reproducing the and introduce a bill into the general
images rflected on the visual organs assembly providing for a state license
of plants. The images Included ob for barbers.
The establishment of a labor ex
jects at different distances, and even
supervised bT a salaried
persons and houses. Plants may, he change,
board
of
directors, has teen recombe
classed
with
the
inferior ani
says,
mended by the subcommittee on emmals in this respect,
He Informs us that tht epidermic ployment bureaus of the commission
cells of a plant are in fact Just so appointed by Mayor Harrison of ChiThis is to certify that Foley's Honey
many convex lens, as perfect as the cago, to study causes of
and Tar Compound does not contain
facets of an Insect eye. In the com
opiates, any habit forming
or
Under the name "Canton Bern'er any Ingredients that could drugs,
mon house fly there are over 4,000
possibly
harm
users.
it
a
On
the contrary, its
Swiss society of wosuch facets, while the butterfly Frauenverein,"
great healing and soothing qualities
boasts 17,000 eyes. Each left cellule men, representing all parts of the make
a
it
real remedy for coughs,
of a plant is analagous to the facet canton of Berne, has Just been form colds and Irritations of the throat
In
ed
the
Swiss
to
out
chest and lungs. The genuine is In a
capital
carry
of the fly's eye, which acts as another
a somewhat original scheme on be yellow package. Ask for Foley's Honeye, says Prof. Haberlandt, and In the
and Tar Compound and accept no
same way reflected an infinite num- half of girls and women. The ob- ey
substitute. O. Q. Schaefer and Red
ber of objects on the visual organ. ject of the society Is to prevent girls Cross Drug Co.
A forest, spreading its myriad leaves
to the sunshine, reflects In this way
the sunbeams In its multitude of mirrors, each epidermic cell forming a
$1,050 FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR BOOH
separate lens.
We are still so ignorant of animal
plant and insect life (because we do
not understand their language) that
we fancy the plant, like the insect, Is
not conscious of what It sees, but that
is probably a discovery for the future. At present we are forced to
accept the theory that they are not
conscious. But that they do see Prof.
Haberlandt says he has satisfactor(
L.
ily proved.
He has found the ocellus or rudl-- J
mentary stemmatus, such as belong
OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
to bees to certain hymenoptera,
and dlptera, in sycamore
leaves, in the sugar maple ajd in the
Telephone or call and we will' have our demonstrator
Peruvian acanthus. The eves of
show you.
plants differ from tht eyes of in
sects in that they have no coloring
matter, though it is not yet
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
,
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comprehensive steps to organize the
work of game protection in New Mexico and have received active
ation from the forest service and the
mounted police, as well as from the
federal bureau of fisheries. Those deTeachers' Institute.
siring to stock private lakes and
Assistant Superintendent of Public
ponds should write their congress
Instruction Filadelfo Baca went
man at once for blanks for that pur
Velarde to address the Rio Arriba
pose. The state will attend to the
County Teachers' institute. Eight in
of publio streams. The fish
stocking
stitutes close their sessions tomorrow car Is
expected along the latter part
or Saturday: Bernalillo, Sandoval, Va- of
September. A pen has been built
lencia, Socorro, Lincoln, Mora, Rio In Galllnas
canyon In which to hold
Arriba and Santa Fe counties.
the herd of six elks still at large in
Bar Examinations.
the Norhaus pasture, but thus far,
The state board of bar examiners
three elk .have come into it. On"s
only
is today examining seven applicants of
the elk cows has a calf, now about
who desire license to practice law in
three weeks old. After this herd is
New Mexico
Many holding tempo captured and transferred to the Hamrary license, who failed to appear will ilton mesa
the Pecos national forhave their licenses revoked. W. J. est Game pn
Warden de Baca will go to
Lucas and Julius
of the board, Colfax
The professor is continuing his ex
county and see about trans
the great tonic stimulant and body builder which aids digestion, and Secretary JoseStaab
D. Sena were in
enables one to get all the nourishment from the food eaten attendance.
ferring the other two herds. Pretty periments, and he expects to make
full reports are being received from futher interesting and surprising an
quickens circulation and promotes longevity.
,
Change of Name,
volunteer
and probate clerks nouncements.
The statements following are a few of the many thousands reThe Harwood Methodist hospital to. on license deputies
That plants and trees have eyes is
ceived from leading Doctors in all parts of the country exreceipts.
day filed with the Corporation com
a proof that all natural
Federal
undoubtedly
Court.
the
of
virtues
tolling
Duffy's Pure Halt Whiskey:
mission, a certificate of change of
William H. Pope today admit life is linked in one long chain. It
Judge
A Very Valuable Medicine.
V Absolutely Pure.
name of the Harwood Methodist hosted to practice before the federal suggests many strange thoughts.
"I have tested Duffy's Pure Malt pital to the Woman's Home Mission
"Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is a
"What the pot plant saw" may bevery important and valuable medi
Whiskey, chemically and clinically, ary Society of New Mexico confer court, William J. Lucas of East Las
cine. In cases of faulty metabolism
and I am prepared to stand by it.
Vegas; Oscar O. Askren of Roswell, come evidence in a court of law as
that is, a change in the condition As a medicinal agent it is alone in ence, the certificate being signed by and John Venable of
convincing as a gramophone record.'
Albuquerque.
of the cells, constructive and dethe market. The purity of your prod- Addle E. Porterfield, president, and
So the burglar, murderer and other
was
Suit
filea
Horace
G.
by
structive of the intestinal canal, a uct is assured and can be absolutely Belle
LongMatthewson, secretary. The well of Cook county, Illinois,
loss of the vital forces and impairwrongdoers in the future will find it
depended on." Dr. J. H. Littlejohn,
against
ment of the digestive function I Dunham Medical College, Chicago, hospital is located at Albuuerque.
James T. Hall et al, some twenty-fivnecessary not only to wear gloves, to
have met with the most brilliant sucSpanish American Normal School,
defendants in all, living in New Mexi destroy kodaks and vocal recording
cess and satisfactory results with Consumption and Stomach Troubles.
The board pf regents of the Span
co, Arizona and Texas to quiet title Instruments, but to remove all plants
the administration of the 'Duffy
Pure Malt Whiskey has
"Duffy's
"
Normal school yester to a
Andrew
Jas. Park, M.D, stood the test of years. It was used
Remedy.'
portion of the Refugio colony before committing a crime.
520 East 50th St., Chicago, 111.
in my father s family twenty years day completed organization by elect land grant in Dona Ana county, Just
with great success, and now, during ing Frank Delgado of Santa Fe, chair north of El Paso.
"I Use It Myself."
my practice of 12 years, I have man of the board, and Samnel Eldolt
"Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is used
it and will always continue to
well known to me, and often
TO HONOR BISHOP
use it. Its value is indicated in tu- of Chamlta, secretary and treasurer;
me. In fact, I use it myLABOR WORLD NOTES.
was
Professor
re
Martin
J.
t
George
berculosis
and
as
a
stomachic
Edmonton,
Alta., June 28. On the
in
self and
my family, as occasion
"I do not hesitate to give you a elected principal at $1,600 a year and shores of the Lesser Slave
I
needs." Dr. D- T. McPhail, 616
lake,
ly
statement of facts in regard to its Miss Sundt of Las Vegas, assistant
Madison Ave.," New York City.
ing in the heart of Alberta about 2u0
usefulness in malnutrition, weakness
In Pneumonia and "Typhoid.
principal at $1,000 a year. The school mile's northwest of this city, a cele
and exhaustion from
wom-.There are 62,511
'In pneumonia and typhoid fever, fevers." Horace B. Coblentz, M.D., has a much more liberal appropla- bratlon of an unique character is ciganlzed in It sly. vgikt
the heart begins to show the 649 Florida Ave., N. W., .Washing- tlon than heretofore and It looks for scheduled to be held
There are now fifteen trade union
during the two
strain to which it is submitted,
ton, P. C.
ward to a successful, school year.
days beginning tomorrow. The cele members of congress.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey gives
Prescribed It 20 Years.
board adnojrned to meet again bration is to be held in observance
the most satisfactory results; debiliA new weekly labor paper will
"I have prescribed Duffy's Pure The
tated conditions, convalescence
in Malt
EI
at
Rito at the call of Chairman of the fiftieth anniversary of the set- soon be issued in
for
sick
the
old
and
Whiskey
Toronto, ont.
fact, wherever tonic stimulation is for over
twenty years, always with Delgado. Miss Bertha Sundt, the new tlement of the town of Grouard and
In New York City 80 per cent of
called for, this medicinal whiskey is
satisiactory results. I believe it is assistant prinncipal, is a graduate of in honor of its founder Bishop Grou the
sttended with best results." A. P. the
factory girls get less than JS a
purest and best on the market." the Normal University at Las Vegas,
Dellett, M.D., 462 East 158th St., George
ard, the famous Catholic prelate and week.
H. Stoooev. M.D.. Fort Val
iiew York City.
and also of Denver University.
ley, Ga.
missionary who has spent 50 yea in
A referendum vote has been order
s?n
B
Mm mm wa
a m
the far north country and who has ed, by the Coopers International UnIncorporations.
'
Incorporation papers were filed administered to the' material as well ion on the proposition of establighin?
with the state corporation commis- as the
spiritual needs of the. natives a home for aged and infirm mem
STANDARD OF PURITY AND EXCELLENCE SINCE
sion today by the Raton Creamery and pioneers of that
I860
,
region by build bers.
has always been and is now a wholesome, healthful medicinal company at Raton,
0
capitalized at
ing schools and hospitals and doing
been started by farmers
Plans
have
without
whiskey, produced
regard to expense in compliance with
divided into 750 shares, of which wonders in the
to form a co
the requirements of the Foods and Drugs Act, the
doctors' "Ma- $25,000 is preferred stock and $50,- - agriculture and encouragement of throughout Kentucky'
industry. Sfivomi operative .chain of stores for the pur
teria Medica" and the "Pharmacopoeia," the two recognized au- 000 common
stock, 'i'he incorporators bishops and numerous
thorities of drugs and medicines in the United States. It is an ab- and
clergy of the pose of reducing the high cost of liv
directors are: Charles F. Covey, Cathollo church in western
Canada are ing.
solutely pure distillation of clean selected grain, thoroughly 10 shares; "Walter A.
Babbitt, 20 to take part in the celebration, which
malted Its payability and freedom from injurious substances
Sheep Herders' Union at Butte,
render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach: shares; Joseph D. Waters, 2 shares; will include historical exercises and Mont, is sending out an appeal for
Its gentle and invigorating properties influence for good every Richard H. Azar 1 share, Joseph H. the presentation of a pageant depict- moral and financial assistance In the
Taylor 1 share, all of Raton.
ing incidents in the career of Bishop work of organizing the sheep herders
The Pomona Farms company also Grouard and the
makes the old feel young and
develcpme.it of the of the country.
Incorporated, the capitalization being Lesser Slave lake country.
The two factions of the Interna
keeps the young strong and vigivided into 1,000 shares. Of
$100,000
orous.
tional Brotherhood
of Electrical
the capital $44,000 is paid up. The InWe want every mitt of this tdvertise.
HERMIT
are
a proposiWorkers
LODGE
considering
ment to have one of Duffy's Sanitary Glass
corporators and directors are: WilMedicine Spoons.
In the midst of tall pines. The most tion which, it is believed, will bring
If you will send us
name and address, mentioning this paper,your
liam H. Witter, Farmington, 111., 140 beautiful resort on
we
will gladly mail you one postpaid
the Scenic High- them together under one head.
shares; Fred Hendricksen, Denver, way, excellent trout fishing,
Get the genuine; sold by druggists, dealers
A new organization, to be known as
140 shares; John B. Gill, Roswell, 40
and grocers, $1.00 a large bottle. If your
accommodations.
the
Embroidery Woriters' Interna
Running
dealer cannot supply you, write us and we
Bhares; Mrs. A. A. Gill, Roswell, 120 mountain spring water, broad
tional Union of America, has recently
will tell you where it can be bought. Medporchshares; John R. Gill being statutory es, rustic swings, music. The ideal been formed and will include every
ical booklet and doctor's advice free
agent. The. headquarters are at Dex- place for an outing. Table unexcelled. worker
employed in the embroidery
Tbe Dully Malt Whiskey Co., Bocbester. K. T. ter, Chaves county.
MRS. S. B. WARNER, in Charge.
industry.d
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"How long the hours seemed! Would
daylight never comet If we could have
sat in the bottom of the boat we could
ESTABLISHED 1879.
have kept warmer, but a foot of water
Published By
wag running about our feet, adding
IN
TO OCCUR
to the misery. A loud yell made us
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
almost Jump into the water.
(Incorporated)
, " 'Pull for your lives," yelled the
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
second officer. "Pull! Pull or she'll
run us down!'
"Suddenly something struck me in
TO
BE GIVEN OLKAHOMA CITY WOMAN TELLS the
INSTRUCTIONS
side, I opened by eyes. We were
COMMISSIONED MEN OF N.
OF MIRACLE PERFORMED ON
in the sea, but every one on the
not
East
at
Entered at the postofflce
M.' N. G. AT RIFLE RANGE.
THE OCEAN
boat was holding on for dear life while
.
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmls- It was dancing up and down like a
los through the United States mails
Oklahoma City, Okla., June 28.
During the' month of July, a camp
cockteshell on the waves. The ship
a second class matter.
of instruction for the officers of the Mrs. George W. Akin of Bartlesvllle, had
passed and we were helplessly
First "regiment of Infantry, New Mex Okla., was a member of a party aboard floundering in her wake.
She had
.TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ico National Guard will be held on the the ship Guiding Star when, in May of gone into the fog, into oblivion. The
Dally, by Carrier:
'.
I .05 Btate rifle range north of here. Ad 1877, the vessel ran on the rocks off fog had rolled on us thicker than
Per Copy ..
J5 Jutant General A. S. Brookes has set the coast ot Nova Scotia and narrowly ever. An object could not be distin
Week
Cue
iempm,en,t tor rem B8tped foundering. The Guiding Star guished ten yards ahead.
.65 the date of the
V.. ... A". .". . .
One Month
to Jul M, twefvifaayi from waj a sailing vessel, bound from
45
July
50
f
T...
"Out of sight of land and ship, adrift
One Tear
tjw ,;ne the'- - officers- - Ttave- - ?Se'ir
for St Johns, New- - on the ocean, without a compass, the
P
H
Daily by Ma
...$6.00 homes until their return. Approxi- founland. She had 'been selected for swift current of the gulf stream adding
One Tear
100 mately twenty officers Including one the voyage toy the party of which Mrs. to the incoming tide, we were In a de
Btx Mbntia
medical officer, will be authorized to Akin waa a member after they had
plorable situation. All we could do
attend this camj..,jv,
missed a mode modern, vessel which waa to wait for what we knew not.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
Those officer who desire to attend they had intended taking at Sydney.
"Hope of rescue was fading when
GROWER ,
will submit their applications' In writ The scene of the mishap was not far we
hear a faint call out of the fog
$2.00
One Tear
ing to the adjutant
general before from 'where the Titanic went down 35 from the megaphone on the ship. Sh'
100
tlx Montlis
July 1. The items of pay and trans years afterward.
had not gone) down. The sailors had
portatlon will be paid from alloted
The ship ran into the rocks in a her under control. Our lifeboats were
Oasa In Advance for Mall SuDScrip funds of the state of New Mexico heavy fog and a great hole was churn- rowed in the direction of the call, and
under section 1661, revised statutes ed into her bottom. "The scene on In a little while we were again aboard
( tione)
'
Remit by draft, check or money as amended."
the deck when she struck was hor- the Guiding Star.
Officers
not
of
will
we
otherwise
(he regular army will be rible," says Mrs. Akin. "No one can
erder. If seat
"The pumps were working and the
detailed as instructors by the com- describe those shrieking, cursing, manie responsible for loss.
said there was no more dancaptain
Specimen copies free on appltca- - manding general of the Central divi- ac-like
sailors, and the captain was ger, as the water in the hold was not
sion. The senior Instructor will pre not much better. He rushed around
2on.
gaining on them. The captain explainpare a program of Instruction and wringing his hands in a state of fren- ed that the ship went on the rocks at
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT submit It to the adjutant general of zy while we stood huddled together ebb tide. When the tide turned and
New Mexico for approval. The offl
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
holding on to each other near the ca commenced runnirtg In there was a
"
cers HUAuenaance at the encamp bin.
PAID FOR.
slight breeze coming from the land,
ment, will, in accordance to orders,
'What a beautiful evening It was so they turned the sails and she was
Advertisers are guaranteed the take both their khaki and olive drab when he entered the Iceberg region. blown from the boulder. It was now
largest daily and weekly circulation woolen? uniforms, their revolvers, field The sky and the ocean, were Indigo about daylight and we had been in the
of any newspaper In Northwestern glasses and "dispatch 'case.
blue. There was not a ripple on the boats' since half past 11 the night
Captain-GeorgNew Mexico.
Morrison of Com- water save in the wake of the vessel,
THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE
pany ir tl)9
Vegas organization and when the sun went down it seemAt 8 o'clock Tuesday night we
of the Guard,
ha
received or- ed to sink into a bed of molten glass. sighted the St John's light. It stood
TELEPHONES
'About noon of the next day we saw on a high bluff on the right of the
BUSINESS OFFICE
Mala 2 ders to lurnlsh el "detail of one serNEWS DEPARTMENT
...Main 9 geant andfiva'v.prlvates, who are to the fog In the distance and we passed entrance to the bay. The fog had
report to the commanding officer of a few icebergs. In the evening we lifted. At daybreak we were on deck
the camp hor, fatigue and guard duty. passed lots of floe ice, and it was'o again. We were In a nest of icebergs.
FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 1912.
Since the lasi"fencampnient the cold we left the deck.
Tbe ship had her sail set and we were
army regulations havebeen changed,
'Sunday morning was bleak and going very carefully. As the sun rose
SUFFRAGETTES ANI
the close order having been shorten- dreary. We were enveloped in flense we were close to the largest berg. .It
The $3,000 mechanical dummy will 73 to 73 and sagged to
for
PAUADES
ed and the extended orders increased, fog. I wondered at that time why there waa a bitter cold morning. Our men demonstrate at Talchert's Furnishing The close was steady at 73
and it Is for explaining and teaching were not more disasters at sea. It were running the pumps and singing Shop on Douglas avenue from 7:30 to September, a net loss of a shade.
Many of those who are consistently the officers the new regulations that was
Oats appeared to the chiefly swaylong before the wonderful wire- all the nautical songs they knew. 8:30 tonight.
in, favor of equal suffrage rights for a special tamp of Instruction has less
ed
by the action ot other ereals. SepI
them
a
remember
stanza
The
that
Among
only
warning
telegraph.
men and women are earnestly oppos- heen ordered.
U cents
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
tember started a shade to
.
ships could give of their whereabouts runs like this:
ed to the spectacle of women paradto 40
and later fell
Chicago, June 28. Nervousness re- higher at 40
in a fog was the continual blowing of Roy Neal he clasped her to his heart
ing. They believe that the streets
As he kissed the tears away;
garding the effect of continued dry to 40 cents.
the foghorn.'
to
In
are not the place for women and that
a
lift
the
northwest
Steadiness
weather
gaye
provi
today
prevailed
as
And
the
went
with
down
the fair
"We went to bed early that night,
ship
EMOTIONS TO BE
the latter should not expose them
the price of wheat Opening figures sion pit First transactions ranged
young bride
the deck was wet and we were cold
selves to undesirable publicity and
lower to
started from
from 2 cents to a like amount up
As he Bailed from Dublin Bay.
and uncgnifortable. As J lay awake
to with September delivery $19.02
for
READY IN TIME listening to the awash of the water ; "I wish I could describe the wonder- up. September started at 105
possibility of offensive treatment
for
lard
last
to
from
thei
same
at the bands of the thoughtless and
$11.10
$11.07
change
pork;
ful
an
had
I
of
Immense
of
the
that
106,
as
and the creaking
beauty
ship
iceberg
for ribs.
ribald, Unless some moral issue far
indescribable feeling. I would try to the morning sun cast Its rays upon it. night as the market taken altogether and $10.65 to $10.67
"
. Reaction
106
were as folmore Insistent thanthat of equal suffto
rose
then
The
and
closing
quotations
How
from
I
closed
One)
(Continued
it sparkled and glistened! MyriPage
my eyes
sleep, but every time
followed.
market
105
reThe
to
as
of
la
lows:
such
that
Involved,
rage
I saw the breakers dashing against ads of diamonds, emeralds, pearls and
net
"Wheat, July 109; September 105
ligion or even temperance, many tee's.decision to insert a declaration in the rocks. I got out of bed, struck a all kinds of precious stones dazzled closed easy with September
friends of equality ot political rights favor of one term for the president of match and looked at my watch. It our eyes. The breakers dashing against lower at
n
for women honestly believe that
Prospects of lower temperature made Corn, July 75; September 73
the United States. It is there, however, was a quarter past 10. Suddenly I it, throwing back the snow white foam
sacrifice a very material meas- and probably will remain. No expres heard a terrific crash.
made a scene resplendent beyond de the corn market easier. September
cents up at Oats, July 48; September 40.
ure of their dignity, if not indeed sion is given as to the length of the
"We hurried to the decks. I accost scription. A large white polar bear opened unchanged to
their womanliness, when they march term which would toe a matter of de ed the captain and asked him If the stood on a shelf of the Iceberg and
through the streets for any "cause." tail In legislation. ... ,
situation was serious and if we would looked at us. We were speculating as
In, this view a great jnany others
When admitted many members of be saved.
to his fate when suddenly he gracefully
Join. The merits of the equal suffrage the full committee submitted planks
dived into the sea and 'ln a moment
"'Saved!' shouted the captain.
doctrine Itself are not involved. The of their owi covering various subNot one of us can escape! -- We emerged with a large fish in his
most conscientious opposition to the jects. Some of them were accepted are all lost!'
mouth, his morning meal.
Cots and
ballot for women is based on the fact and others voted down.
ONLY
"The Guiding Star was placed in dry
"But the first and second officers
that women are morally superior to One of the rejected provisions was tried to restore order. An order was dock, and then we were able to see
Bedding for ale
men and that they "lower" them for a pronouncement outlining a pol elven to lower the boats. 'Women extent of the damage. Ignorance fn
In
The
eelves by "mixing
politics."
our case had been bliss, for had we
icy for the Indians. The inheritance first!' shouted the captain.
or Rent
suffragists, of course, answer this by tax, the
."When we were lifted into the boats known we were sailing in a death trap
arguing that the worse the men the plank and the. Initiative and referen there were screams of terror. The it might have driven ns Insane. There
stronger Is the necessity for Improv- dum went out as matters for state ship kept rolling as waves lifted her, was a hole in her bow large enough
ing matters and the better the women controlj .Strong declarations for di and each time she came down she for a man to crawl through. But a
are the greater is the probability that rect legisjatlon and primary elections again struck the rocks When it came quantity of grain and hay In the hold,
inserted.
they will better matters.
my turn to toe lifted into a boat the becoming water soaked, had swelled
But aside rom the bandying of arReady-to-We- ar
Towarq "the end most propositions sailor that held me let me drop and I and prevented the water coming in to
guments pro and con, conservative were rejected on the ground that the fell into the ice cold water. I was a great extent. The newspaper of that
people will probably take the view platform was already crowded.
"It rescued with little difficulty.
day referred to the matter as 'an ocean
that there is ample ground for the Is as long as a clothes line," said
The caotain gave orders for the miracle."
profound conviction that a body of Senator Clarke of Arkansas, "and we boats to stay within sight of the ship,
eplendid intellectual women such as, simply have got to stop."
so we drifted around in a leaky boat,
a sprained ankl may as a rule be
compose any of the federations ot
wet, cold and miserable. I asked the cured in from three to four days by
tromen for their own advancement or
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the
where
knew
if
ship applying Chamberlain's Liniment and
he
first officer
the welfare of the community, fur
re- struck.
Kansas City; June
He said the captain thought observing the directions with each
nish vastly more convincing argu ceipts 2,000, including 1,200 southerns it was somewhere near Cape Race, but bottle. For sale by all dealers.
ments for woman suffrage than all Market steady to strong. Native steers he thought it was the Mequeton Is
and $40.00
$35.oo, $37-5Old papers lor sale. Optic office.
the parades that could tramp through $6.509.50;- southern Bteers $5.25 land.
Suits and Dresses
the streets.
8.65; southern cows and heifers $3.50
$22 50, $25.00 and $30.00
It is gratifying to note that there
6; native cows and heifers $3.50
Suits and Dresses
has not been the slightest disposition 8.90; stockers end: feeders $4. 25(g)
y
to follow the example of the
7; bulls $3.755.75; calves $47.75;
$15.00, $17 50 and $20.00
"militant" suffragettes of England western.eteers $5.759; western cows
LAS VEGAS, HOT SPRINGS
Suits and Dresses
and their cheap Imitators in some $3.506.50.
V!
quarters in this country- - But this
Hogs, receipts 4,000. Market strong
restraint Is more a negative than a to 5 cents higber. " "Bulk of sales $7.40
for the Hot Springs will leave
A special
positive virtue and It is taken as a 7.60;' heavy $7.557.62; packers
matter of course that the suffragists and butchers $7.457.60; lights. $7. 30
the Passenger Depot 2,ou P. on
i
of Kansas City are animated by more
7.55;
$6.75,
Sheep, receipts' 4,000. Market stea
Intelligent motives. But despite the
SUNDAY JUNE 3QTH.,
fact that the proposed parade is cal dy. Muttons' $45; lambs $6.50
culated to impress,' there are a $8.50range wethers and yearlings $
ereat many people who sincerely hope 6;, range ewes $34. 25.
no such demonstration will be made.
4
leaving the Hot Springs for the return
Kansas City Journal.
HENNINQ LOSES SUIT
same
P.
o
Chicago, June 28. The Jury in the
' Rare for the round
case of, John C Henning, who sued
Adults, 45c, Children
NEGRO REINSTATED.
London, June 28. J. A. Howard, Clarence S. Funk, general manager of
under 12 years, 25c.
six
of
and
over
age
'The
20 Per Cent
the negro member of the Canadian the International Harvester company,
the
on
sale
only.
Tickets
Depot
Olympic team, the announcement of for $25,000 charging alienation of Mrs
Off all
whose dismissal on the charge of in- Henning's affections, today returned a
Manhattan
the verdict in favor of Mr. Funic
subordination , was made by
?7i
D.L. BATCIIEL03, Aoant.
Shirts
team's coach, W. Knox on Wednes1
Men
For
E. E. Goodman rf El Paso was in
'- day, was officially reinstated today
1
on his promise to place himself abso- Las Vegas this afternoon from his
home on business.
lutely under the coach's orders.
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Its Hot. The Trip Will be Dusty and Disagreeable
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and enjoy the quiet coolnes of your home

There is no business that can not be transacted over the Long Distance Telephone. Let
our Eepresentative Call and explain its merits.
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WHY NOT GIVE IT A TRIAL?
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COMMERCIAL HANAGER
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Pork, July $18.57.
Lard, July $10.85.
Bibs, July $10.4710.50.

'

"

i

-

'

,

7

105.

wo-tne-

NEW YORK COTTON
New Tork, June 28. Cotton "spot
closed quiet and five points higher.
middling upland $11.75; middling gulf
$11.90. No sales.
- A CARD
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wller Love,
a farmer living near Coven a, Ga,
saysi "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and find them to be all you
.

K
!

claim for them. They gave me almost
instant relief when my kidneyj were
sluggish and inactive. I can cheerfully
recommend them to all sufferers from
kidney troubles." O. Q. Schaefa- and
Red Cross Drug Co.
The Optic prints all the news

4 DAYS MORE OF

Flags all Sizes
Red-Whi- te

BIG CLEAN UP SALE

and

Blue Bunting

Cut Prices In Ladies'

Apparel
One Fourth Off Entire Stock of Women's Waists
One Fourth Off Entire Stock of Women's Skirts
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These Suits and Dresses

$23.98
$17.98
$12.79

are all of a very fine make.

If you are thinking about making a purchase we cannot urge
upon you too strongly the values to be found in them. Please
bear in mind that all of these goods are new, 1912 stock.

store

E.LasVegas.

of Quality'

20 Per Cent

W1"

n.m:

Reductions
on Men's
Union Suits
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LAS VEUA

PERSONALS

ThSCTipllODjSl
WWWWWWWVWB
The man who doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
sd why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for
moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we All your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Malu

&

II

j

Fireproof paper decoratlorw, stream
ers, flags, etc. , A. P. Moran.
J. A. Miller an attorney of Albuquer
que, came iu last evening from the
Duke City on business.
W. O. Ogle, the land man, returned
last night from a short business trip
In northern New Merlco.
A. J. Thuli, proprietor of the Wat- rous Mercantile company, came In last
evening from his home.
Murray Carleton was in Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon and this morning
from bis. ranch east of Watrous.
Make your old hat look new. One
dollar (i.00), flowers for 60c, trim
med on your old hat for nothing. Mrs.
L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth street, E. Las
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SPIRING

OUR UNCALLED

FOR SUIT

SALE

BIG

A

SUCCESS

WEAKENING WITH THE STRAIN
It was a good idea' of ours to offer for sale the suits left on our hands at a big reduction.
... . , ,
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Final Days in the Champion's Camp Are Too ' Strenuous for His
Assistants De&ray Has a Bad Leg and Respress Is Down
and Out Flynn Talks as Though lie Bad the Championship
Safely Tucked Away If lie Wins Curley Will Present Ilim
With a Big Touring Car.

EDITION.

other stores, which we are now pleased to offer for your approval. These new ones are. a
jit tne
43 and everyo-T DELS ARE
dandys, and all made up in our best grade of work. Siees from 35 to
4
unaafTia VuanAfit rf tti
Hpsnosif on these which makes a d
I 11L
I Jy
from $10.00 to $15.00. Come in and look these over while they are complete.'
.
you l lorgcv umv wc arc sun uuiug uic utai j auhvii
m.
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(By Ed W. Smith)

"

The Flynn chap didn't do anything take as many feet of films as Curley
' '
but the entertain act at his Mon- may dictate.
ING in the city.
tezuma camp yesterday.' He had a
With that much off his mind, the
bunch of friends out for a Jinner that the contest an assured fact for next
waa served up in Chef Chic Coleman's Thursday and Jim Flynn in excellent
MEXICAN
REVOLUTIONISTS
nn
"
own inimitable style.
shape for the fray Curley was in a
NOT SABE THE FEDERALS'
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with one who rejected the destiny of
the tailor's goose for the immortulity
of the pen. By one stroke of his own
matter-of-fac- t
quill, this writer, in the
current number of the .Fortnightly,
has disposed of the romantic figment
of high-borillegitimacy that Meredith
preferred to allow to live; notwithstanding the reflection tfpon his moth-

AN

ARROGANT

n

AUTHOR

er rather than have the truth

RELATIVE

OF GEORGE MEREDITH

TELLS OF HIS
v

ANCES--

TRY

London, "Ju'e 2S. The mystery of
George Meredirth's origin has long
tantalized the world. Tbe reticence of
the great novelist himself on that subject helped to beget various fantastic
rumors one being that his birth was
shadowed by the bar sinister. Not
only has no one attempted his biography, through lack of authentic information as to his beginnings, but all
have been held back by superstition,
such as has prevented those confronted with the Inscription In Stratford
church from disturbing Shakespeare's
bones.
"I will horribly haunt any. one who
attmpts my biography!" was the dying
exclamation of the author of "The
Egoist to a friend, who In spite of
his Intimacy never succeeded in extracting the slightest clue as to from
whom or whence Meredith sprung. The
first clue to the mystery was given in
a neiwspaper here at the time of the
novelist's death, but now the secret
is out; and the world hardly knows
whether to laugh at or sympathize
with the false pride which was the
cause of the writer's
silence.
George Meredith was the son of a
Portsmouth tailor, and the early years
over which he drew so determined a
Tell were associated with the memory
of his father seated with thread and
needed in his hand.
A relative, S. M. Ellis, defying the
Indignant shade of the Genius, has re
vealed the fact in order that he may
tardily bask in the glory of kinship
-

life-lon- g

pro-

claimed, so sensitive was the spirit
of the author to "Snippets" and other
opprobious names bestowed by snobbery on a calling which his rugged
rival, Carlyle, devoted his best talents
to apotheosizing In "Sartor Resartus."
Yet If Meredith was a snob at soul
and the greatest of writers have had
the
their Infirmities he excoriated
falling in himself after an immortal
In "Evan Harrington," one
manner.
of his most brilliant novels, he has
bequeathed to posterity a biting analysis of this same, weakness, pallory-inthe agonies of his own shame in
the person of the hero. "Evan Har
rington," as we learn from Mr. ems,
exploitais a conscience-tormentetion of his great relative's family hls- tory, the fact of which was only light-ly Juggled with In response to the de
mands of romance.
The Great Mel of it pages, the flow
er of Tailordom, the Beau Brummei of
the town, the boon companion of local
arjj,tocrats, was no other than George
Meredith's grandfather, from whom

V

4-
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hls grandson drew his own love of
tified society; while those other characters, called the "Daughters of the
SUeares." almost equally the delight
of the reader, were his great-auntThus did the artist in Meredith
mock the man, and passion for mas-

terly material triumph over the pangs
to the
of private vanity in giving
world a chef d'oeuvre, the existence
of which Is a shining example of the
Inconsistency of human nature.
It was from the Great Mel of his
novel, who in real life was Melchlze-deMerediths an eccentric Portsmouth
tailor, that the author inherited his
looks, as well as bis'
classic, high-bresocial aspirations. Handsome, gallant
with the finished manners of a gentleb

d

-
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general for the Azores, decorated by
the emperor of Brazil and the king of
Portugal Another, Harriet, became
the wife of a wealthy brewer, sketched by the novelist's pen under the
name of Andrew Cogglesby. A third
was the wife of & lieutenant of the
royal marines the "Carry" of tho
book and tbe mother of Mr. Kills.
George, who was the only son of
Augustus Meerdith, was born at the
family home in Portsmouth already
famed as the birthplace of Charles
Dickens in 1828. His father, who
seems to have been a "muddler", soon
atfer emigrated, and the management
of the business was aseumed, aa related in "Evan Harrington," by Mrs,
Meredith until her decease, some few
years later.
vThe novelist, then only but five years
old, was looked after by his paternal
aunts. He waa sent to school, of which
his 'chief remembrance,' as he vaguely
stated to Mr. Clodd, was 'three dreary
services on Sundays, the giving out of
the text being a signal for me for invest
ing tales of the Saint George and

man, Melchizedek, by his extravagances and hobnobbing with local gwellB
brought his family to financial ruin.
To the neglect of his trade, he hunted
with his own horses; was an officer
in the Portsmouth Yeoman cavalry
no small luxury in those days displaying his tpatriotlsm In the threatened Invasion of England by Napoleon;
and as a churchwarden of his parish
cnurch of st Thomas was part donor
FRECKLE-FAC- E
of a handsome set of silver offertory
plates, which still are in use in the
church, with his name engraved there- New Remedy That Removes Freckles
or Costs Nothing
on.
chance Miss Freckle-Face- ,
a
Here's
It was in pursuance of these outside
new
to
a
try
remedy for freckles with
interests that the Great , Mel's shop,
the guarantee of a reliable dealer
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that it will not cost you a penny unsailors of the day, perhaps including
less it Temoves the freckles, while
Nelson, lost its prestige, referred to by if
it does give you a clear complexion,
Captain Marryat in "Peter Sample"
ALSO FOR GROWN PER80N8 the expense is trifling.
and
QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE "We called the Meredith's tailor, we Simply get an ounce of othlne
he promised that toy next morning
NO NARCOTICS
NO OPIATES
double strength, from any first class
should be fitted complete."
druggist in Las Vegas and one night's
TAR
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in treatment will show you how easy
Melchizedek showed his taste
wedding, while still a young man, a It Is to rid yourself of the homely
COMPOUND
woman of stately carriage, who bore freckles and get ,a beautiful com
A COMMON COLD neglected may go him a large family of exceptionally
plexion.' Rarely is more than one
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS,sud-or fine children,
including a son, Augu-tus- , ounce needed for the worBt case.
PNEUMONIA which often means a
the novelist's father, who inheritBe sure to ask the druggist for he
den fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the ed the business. The four daughters, double strength othine, as this i3 tho
a
cold.
house and give at first sign of
&U beautiful girls, married well.
One, only prescription sold under guaranRefuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer
Louisa, who appears in the story as tee of money back if it fails to reRed Cross Drug Co.
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Dead
This Geraan finish, to his education, ing dissected with the merciless In other wor
which was drawn from the meagre
scalpel of his art the "Demogorgon," tween the B1&
fortune left by Ms father, who had as he called it, of his own false shame ments of the democ-Th- e
of CITY EDITION.
meanwhile returned home from South of blood. Although he never succeed
opponent
Africa and died, was the end of the ed in
neither
that
declare
devil,
out
the
devouring
casting
writer's connection with his native the torment of a lifetime, he bad the acter or menial a"
place. He waa J5 at the time, and it nobility to recognize his weakness and worthy to be the
appears that thsreafter the young man in an immortalizing work call it by South Carolina,
deliberately eut. himself oft from all its true name. That is the moral of erratic and unsafe
intercourse with hi relatives.
Evan Harrington" with its Guy Bias- - ed the
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"That there was a Quarrel," Mr. El- tike hero. A moral that haunts the ed the en
lis remarks, "seems evident from the reader of it, as one trusts Mr. Ellis
pungent manner in which he dealt will not be haunted by the shade cf
with his family history in "Evan Har- its author!
rington."
The estrangement, whatever the
CAMPAIGN' IN SOUTH CARC
cause, did not, however, preven't the
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witnesses, and when asked U
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MUNITION SUPPLY
Mr. Pinnock, replied: "NotfUTE3
I
days of my youth,' when
At the Rebel Front, Bachlmba, Mex.,
Santiago, Cuba, June 28. General
committee
cathecism."
The plaintiff won his sulj work this Evaristo Estenoz, the rebel leader, June 28. Rebel chiefs here are mysti100 insurgents were killed in a fied at the disappearance of the' federawarded $1,000 damages, 'i meet after and
treated the verdict to a lNidate for battle at Vega Bellaco, six miles from als from the railroad directly in front
Mlcara, in the vicinity of Sengo by of Bachlmba.
Almost as far south aa
tide, and Meredith's testing will be
tra vested In'punch in a ca'd by tne government troops under command of the big Ortiz bridge, 15 miles away,
Lieutenant de Laterre yesterday. The scouts report no federals In sight.
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Estenoz was killed by Lieu-J- movement to prevent thef rebel army
La Terre, himself with a from retreating to Chihuahua. It is as
,o the head, from a revolver, sumed that the federal commander
al Ivonet's horse, covered with has withdrawn his troops from the
i, was found on the field of bat- - railroad In front of Bachimba to allow
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e picked up. . It is now believed choose. What the government is said
ral Ivonet escaped but his cap- - ta he anxious to do is to get between
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expected at any moment.
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the Denver labor plank

It contains
Johnson camps and your acquiantances will want to read it, because
To your friends back home, until after the Fourth of July.

the

the body of General Estenoz.
Peace Assured In Two Days.
General Mon- Havana, June 28.
commander-in-chie- f
of the
teagudo,
government forces, telegraphed today
that the death of General Estenoz,
the rebel leader, puts an end to the
rebellion. General Monteagudo expresses confidence that he will have
the whole province of Oriente pacified within two days.

ii him; in ii

pi

I

ssfactory.

Replied Mr. Gompers, 'reJ we will be satisfied."

IN AUTO ACCIDENT

plank," declared Mr. VETERAN SPORT WRITER HAS
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ian effort
bate that

has been made to dethe republican policy
Ectlon has been responsible In
egree for the high cost of Hr-jior tne aeveiopment or trusts
ltopolles. There will he a
for revision down-basis of a tariff for reve- :jtn especial stress on

Have the paper started with tomorrow night's issue.
this summer let The Optic follow you. Subscription price;
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4 to shape the financial
jo convince hankers that
slblity of revising the fln- resorting to the central
i tiprgeste by 'Senator
plan is denounced.
for OieV distribution of
6 1 funds throughout the
tey to inake them arall- t monetary disturbance
Ald-flrle- fr

Optk

committee and the full
ed uon the1 desirability
yrosecutions against th8
fS3'.wr the trusts.
I conservation of the natur-- "
the committee would take
W, hut it is emphatically
l!oy which would drive
tneseekers to other coun-,forthere will be a decla- the admlnlstratjon of the
A M as to encourage
settle- V
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June 28. "Sandy"
Denver, Colo.,
Grlswold, sporting wrjter of Omaha,
Robert Edgren, sporting writer of
New York, and F. C. Hurley, an Omaha sport enthusiast, with Hurley's
chauffeur, while en route in an automobile to Las Vegas to attend the
'
Johnson-Flynfight, plunged Into
Stanley Lake near Brighton' early today when the driver dozed and failed
to take a turn In the road. The car
plunged Into fifteen feet of water,
and is still at the bottom of the lake.
The men swam to shore.
The four walked 19 miles to Denver. They wore neither hats, coats
nor shoes when they arrived, those
garments having gone ot the bottom
of the lake In the car. Grlswold and
Edgren will resume their Journey by
rail tonight.
n

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, June 28. Cattle receipts
Beeves
Market strong.
9.60; Texas steers $5.9007.60: western steers $6.307.80; stockers and
feeders $46.60; cows and heifers

$2.708.50; calves $5.508.E0.

AttacK on Juarez Planned
Agua Prleta, Sonora, Mex., June 28.
The federal campaign on Juarez

today with the departure from
here of 800 men under General Blanco
who moved toward Colonla Morelos, a
small town on the border between the
states of Sonora and Chihuahua where
they will form a' junction with the
main column tinder Colonel Rlvero.
General Sanjinez who is comman
of Sonora under orders
from General Huerta, left today for
Fronteras south of here to Inspect the
troops under General Guisseppe Garibaldi proceeding then to Colonla Morelos to take charge of the mobilization. When concentrated the federal
force will number aibout 2,500 men.
the
General Garibaldi will command
advance guard, General Blanco the
rear and General Sanjlnez the main
column.
Three troops will march.
close to the border of Arizona and
New Mexico, reaching the vicinity ot
Juarez within five days.

Lumber

rate

cut.

14,000; market genWashington, June 28. In a cast
cents higher. Lights $7.10
brought by the traffic bureau of
7.55; mixed $7.107.57;
heavy Sioux City Commercial club, the In$7.0(!T7.57: rough $7.10(5)7.30; pigs terstate commerce commission today
$5.25fi.30; bulk of sales $7.4007.53. reduced freight charges on yellow
"f fld homebuildlng.
.lew of the desire to please Mr.
Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market stea- pine lumber for points In Arkansas,
surnrise dy. Native $3.205.10; western $3.35 Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas to
6ofspvelt'B followers, some
as been expressed over the commlt- 5.15; yearlings $4.606.70: lambs, Sioux City and similarly situated desnative $47.25; western $4.257.50: tinations from 30 cents to 28 cents a
hundred pounds.
(Continiied on Page Four)
spring lambs $58.C5.
e

UUUCU

that federal cavalry and heavy artil
lery bringing up the rear were adnorthward, leaving troop
vancing
trains at Ortiz to follow later. Based
on this Information, a battle Is likely
either late today or earVyjtomorrow.
Rebel advances returning f rcm pear
Ortiz had reported that the federals
had abandoned the work of repairing
the large bridge there when as a matter of fact the structure had been
completed the day before, the federals
leaving hut two trains on the south
side for a ruse while the balance of
their trains were withdrawn south
for water.
Emllio and Raul Madero with 900
cavalry are quartered at the Humboldt ranch near Meoqul east of Orti
while a similar number consisting of
infantry is holding forth at Santa
Cruz de Resales four miles west.

4

Hogs, receipts
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Supreme in Tailoring, Value, Fit,
Fabric and Style,
in fact the H. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands-fo-

BRIDGE STREET

The talk of the town our Johnson
training camn vlnwn with
i.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Dance at Armory
at iha Photo Shop, next Wells at tb
tonight Sim's
Opera Bar.
Kansas City Orchestra music, Come
Fa.po,
n
Columbia and
and hear them.
.v
An early arrival of
"
Leland
T!ie
Las Vegas Lumber company
Hudson,
shoes for women. Button and lace.
Miss Bertha Sundt has been aDoolnt.
nia. With weeks of j
practically has completed the erection 61 a large storage shed tn the Tan, patent and gun metal Latest In ed assistant principal of the Spanish- at an end, the six cre U
design. Best In quality. Reasonable American
rear of lis offices on the Plaza.
the start of the big
normal located in Cbamit
in price. Hedgcock's.
Mias Sundt Is the Daughter of Mr. and
dence.
Mrs. M. M. Sundt She is a
No. 4135-Although open pool
la a new 13 button tan
BUSY'"
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THEY PUT AN END TO IT
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St.. Rochester, N. IT., says he recommends Foley
Kidney Pills at ever opportunity
they gave him prompt relief
from a Dad case or. money iruuum
that had long bothered him. Such

In making your preparations for
the hot weather which Is coming, it
nnt he amiss to lay In a good
ly supply of ice. Our Ice is pure and
wholesome and can be relied upon to
Sive the best of satisfaction. When
in need of Ice, order from
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
Phone Main 227
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convincing
Sable, is direct and
. ,
: .
.
den oe of tne great curauve quauueo
Schaefer
G.
O.
nf Foley Kidney Pills.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
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PER DOZEN

When your child Has whooping
cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by givlnj
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as may
be required. This remedy will also
Results
make it n.AleAmanl e n M oatrQ V will bA'N &
liquify the tough mucus and
been
,
has
It
Wlsl,
says
H. L. Blomqulst Esdaile,
easier to expectorate.
by this Board for the benefit otV
successfully In many epidemics and owner when found.
tils wife considers Foley's Honey an!
cure U safe and sure. For sail by all
Tar Compound the"Shebesthascough
CATTLE S A NIT ART BOARqf
tried
dealers.
on the market
,
'
Albuquerque, N.
best
kinds but Foley's gives the
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2,'t
result of all." O. O. Sc'Jitefer anu
The Ovtic prints all the news.
'
Eed Cross Drug Co.
When Buying, Buy Only the Best
Costs no more but gives the best

Phona
ONION & SON Vegas
121
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ELOR, Agent.

One grq

V,
Branded
, On left shoulder
Branded
fin left hit)
Also one brown rj
JOT
with star in face b
V
brand.
horsel
one
Also
bay
On right shoulder
Branded
A"
Said animal being unkfe.
Board, unless claimed by o,
before July 12, 1912, said datv1
m Hnv after last aDnearance
.
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D. L. BATCH

PRESERVES

dry

i

FLORIST- S-

They Are Pure

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call

Said by

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

BOUCHER

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

"The Store of Satisfaction"
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r

everything you
should demand in
a suit This Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Dont fail.
t,o look us over.

Maker of Uncommon Jevvlery.

